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MEDIA & CULTURAL STUDIES
4 Volume Set

Science Fiction
Edited by Andy Sawyer, University of Liverpool, UK
Series: Critical Concepts in Media and Cultural Studies
As serious academic work on science fiction continues to
blossom, this new four-volume collection from Routledge meets
the need for an authoritative anthology to enable users to make
better sense of the subject’s unwieldy body of scholarship, and
the continuing explosion in research output. The four volumes
have been expertly edited by Andy Sawyer of Liverpool
University, home of Europe’s largest catalogued collection of SF
material. Science Fiction is fully indexed and has a comprehensive introduction, newly
written by the editor. It is an essential work of reference and will be valued by scholars and
students as a vital one-stop resource.
Routledge
Market: Science Fiction Studies
November 2020: 234x156: 1554pp
Hb: 978-1-138-67694-7: £850.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138676947

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com

LITERATURE
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
5 Volume Set

English Literary Criticism

J. W. H. Atkins on Literary Criticism

The Medieval Phase

J. W. H. Atkins
Series: J. W. H. Atkins on Literary Criticism

J. W. H. Atkins
Series: J. W. H. Atkins on Literary Criticism

Originally published between 1934 and 1952 these volumes are classics in literary
criticism. Their author's ability to survey a vast field of literature and criticism and untangle it for students was legendary. The volumes analyze styles of literary criticism in
classical times and illustrate the growth of a tradition of criticism.

In England literary consciousness had its beginning in the middle ages, and this book,
originally published in 1943, describes and illustrates the first phases of the growth of a
tradition of criticism. It does not confine itself to writers whose interest was in the vernacular,
for there was a larger European movement of which English criticism was a part. It embodied
much of the ancient teaching, but it shows recurring efforts to arrive at the nature and art
of poetry; it provides a key to contemporary
literature and is of great help in understanding
th
what really happened at the 16 Century Renaissance.

Routledge
Market: Literary Criticism
May 2021: 234x156: 1610pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76288-9: £455.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16721-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367762889
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Routledge
Market: Literary Criticism
May 2021: 234x156: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76324-4: £90.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16643-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367763244
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Literary Criticism in Antiquity

English Literary Criticism

A Sketch of Its Development: Greek

The Renascence

J. W. H. Atkins
Series: J. W. H. Atkins on Literary Criticism

J. W. H. Atkins
Series: J. W. H. Atkins on Literary Criticism

Originally published in 1934, this book contains the first volume of Atkins' 'sketch' of the
development of ancient literary criticism. Atkins begins his history with a look at the
styles of literary criticism prevalent in ancient Greece, and includes the responses of
figures such as Aristophanes, Plato and Callimachus to changes in the literature of their
day. This work is aimed primarily at those with little to no classical background and will
be of value to anyone with an interest in literary criticism.

Originally published in 1947, this volume reviews the critical achievement at the Renaissance.
It discusses the ideas of literature then current in England, as revealed in contemporary
theorizing and judgments. The period has sometimes been dismissed as lacking great
critics, and the critical works themselves as elementary and remote, but, as this work shows,
viewed in the light of what came before and after, those texts will be found to possess
intrinsic and historical value. This book charts the course of the movement and the main
findings and their significance in critical history.

Routledge
Market: Literary Criticism
May 2021: 234x156: 214pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76380-0: £90.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16681-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367763800

Routledge
Market: Literary Criticism
May 2021: 234x156: 384pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76331-2: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16647-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367763312
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Literary Criticism in Antiquity

English Literary Criticism

A Sketch of Its Development: Graeco-Roman

17th & 18th Centuries

J. W. H. Atkins
Series: J. W. H. Atkins on Literary Criticism

J. W. H. Atkins
Series: J. W. H. Atkins on Literary Criticism

Originally published in 1934, this book contains the second volume of Atkins' 'sketch' of
the development of ancient literary criticism. Atkins concludes his history with a look at
the styles of literary criticism prevalent after the rise of the Roman Empire, and includes
the responses of figures such as Cicero, Tacitus and Lucian to changes in the literature of
their day.

Originally published in 1951, this volume covers
the transition period between the years
th
of Renaissance influence and the dawn of 19 Century Romanticism. The book analyses
the theories and judgments of various critics and their bearing on literary appreciation.
th
The opening chapter concentrates on the account of French doctrines of the 17 Century
which is essential as the necessary background of English critical activities for the best part
of two centuries. Later chapters discuss the main lines of the development and the more
significant critics.

Routledge
Market: Literary Criticism
May 2021: 234x156: 378pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76413-5: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16685-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367764135

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

Routledge
Market: Literary Criticism
May 2021: 234x156: 410pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76350-3: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16659-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367763503

New in Paperback

Companion Website
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LITERATURE
4 Volume Set
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Literary Criticism

Literary Criticism: A Short History

A Short History

Romantic Criticism
William K. Wimsatt Jr. and Cleanth Brooks
Series: Literary Criticism

William K. Wimsatt Jr. and Cleanth Brooks
Series: Literary Criticism

First published in 1957, Literary Criticism: A Short History traces
our aesthetic heritage from its classical origins up to the
contemporary state of criticism in the English-speaking world.
Comprising four volumes, books in this series cover Classical
criticism, Neo-Classical criticism, Romantic criticism, and Modern
criticism.

First published in 1957, Literary Criticism: A Short History traces our aesthetic heritage from
its classical origins up to the contemporary state of criticism in the English-speaking world.
Volume Three focuses on Romantic criticism and covers poetic diction, German ideas,
imagination, rhapsodic didacticism, the Arnoldian prophecy, art as propaganda, art for art’s
sake, expressionism, and the Historical Method.

Routledge
Market: Literary Criticism
March 2021: 234x156: 922pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69387-9: £325.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367693879

Routledge
March 2021: 234x156: 254pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69222-3: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14096-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367692223
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Literary Criticism: A Short History

Literary Criticism: A Short History

Classical Criticism

Modern Criticism

William K. Wimsatt Jr. and Cleanth Brooks
Series: Literary Criticism

William K. Wimsatt Jr. and Cleanth Brooks
Series: Literary Criticism

First published in 1957, Literary Criticism: A Short History traces our aesthetic heritage from
its classical origins up to the contemporary state of criticism in the English-speaking world.
Volume One focuses on Classical criticism, exploring Socrates and the Rhapsode, poetry
as structure, tragedy and comedy, Roman classicism, and some Medieval themes.

First published in 1957, Literary Criticism: A Short History traces our aesthetic heritage from
its classical origins up to the contemporary state of criticism in the English-speaking world.
Volume Four focuses on Modern criticism and covers tragedy and comedy, symbolism, I.
A. Richards’ critical theory, the semantic principle, Eliot and Pound, fiction and drama, and
myth and archetype.

Routledge
March 2021: 234x156: 180pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69213-1: £84.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14091-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367692131

Routledge
March 2021: 234x156: 246pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69230-8: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14101-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367692308
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Literary Criticism: A Short History

3 Volume Set

Neo-Classical Criticism

Swift: The Man, his Works, and the Age

William K. Wimsatt Jr. and Cleanth Brooks
Series: Literary Criticism

Irvin Ehrenpreis
Series: Swift: The Man, his Works, and the Age

First published in 1957, Literary Criticism: A Short History traces our aesthetic heritage from
its classical origins up to the contemporary state of criticism in the English-speaking world.
Volume Two focuses on Neo-Classical criticism and covers Medieval themes, the Sixteenth
Century, English Neo-Classicism, late seventeenth-century themes, rhetoric and Neo-Classic
wit, poetry as pictures, genius, emotion, and association, and Samuel Johnson.
Routledge
March 2021: 234x156: 242pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69219-3: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14093-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367692193

First published between 1962 and 1983, this three volume set
is an extensive and detailed biography of Swift’s life, based on
a wealth of primary sources. In each volume, Swift’s life is set
against the public events of the age to provide a thorough
insight into the social, economic, political, and religious context
in which he lived. Close readings are also made of many of his
works, including A Tale of a Tub, The Battle of Books, and Gulliver’s
Travels.
Routledge
Market: Literature/Biography
April 2021: 234x156: 2194pp
Hb: 978-0-367-71249-5: £450.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15061-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367712495

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com

LITERATURE
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4 Volume Set

Swift: The Man, his Works, and the Age

The Correspondence of H.G. Wells

Volume One: Mr Swift and his Contemporaries

Edited by David C. Smith
Series: The Correspondence of H.G. Wells

Irvin Ehrenpreis
Series: Swift: The Man, his Works, and the Age
First published in 1962, Mr Swift and his Contemporaries is the first of three volumes providing
a detailed exploration of the events of Swift’s life. It is a thorough insight into the historical
and social setting of Swift’s life, the evolution of his character, and the composition and
interpretation of his works. It includes a wealth of material concerning Swift’s family and
career, his emotional and sexual life, his relationship with Sir William Temple, and the design
and meaning of both A Tale of a Tub and The Battle of the Books
Routledge
April 2021: 234x156: 308pp
Hb: 978-0-367-71244-0: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14997-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367712440

This collection of H.G. Wells's correspondence draws on over 50 archives and libraries
worldwide. The book contains over 2,000 letters, and while a few are business – to publishers,
agents and secretaries – the majority are much more personal, and include his letters on
the controversies of free love, socialism, birth control, and the Fabian Society. Wells's private
correspondence extends from letters to President Franklin Roosevelt and Prime Minister
Winston Churchill, to correspondence with his many female friends and lovers, among
them Rebecca West, Eileen Power, Gertrude Stein, Marie Stopes, Lilah MacCarthy and
Dorothy Richardson.
Routledge
Market: Literary Studies
April 2021: 234x156: 2242pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76553-8: £475.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16751-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367765538
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Swift: The Man, his Works, and the Age

The Correspondence of H.G. Wells

Volume Two: Dr Swift

Volume 1 1880–1903

Irvin Ehrenpreis
Series: Swift: The Man, his Works, and the Age

Edited by David C. Smith
Series: The Correspondence of H.G. Wells

First published in 1967, Dr Swift is the second of three volumes providing a detailed
exploration of the events of Swift’s life. This volume begins by assessing Swift’s character,
hopes and ambitions in 1699. It then traces his life and career up to 1714 in minute detail,
giving close consideration to Swift’s expectations and the extent to which he felt they were
fulfilled.

This collection of H.G. Wells's correspondence draws on over 50 archives and libraries
worldwide. The book contains over 2,000 letters, and while a few are business – to publishers,
agents and secretaries – the majority are much more personal, and include his letters on
the controversies of free love, socialism, birth control, and the Fabian Society. Wells's private
correspondence extends from letters to President Franklin Roosevelt and Prime Minister
Winston Churchill, to correspondence with his many female friends and lovers, among
them Rebecca West, Eileen Power, Gertrude Stein, Marie Stopes, Lilah MacCarthy and
Dorothy Richardson.

Routledge
April 2021: 234x156: 802pp
Hb: 978-0-367-71254-9: £180.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15002-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367712549

Routledge
Market: Russian Literature, Biography
April 2021: 234x156: 516pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76512-5: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16741-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367765125
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Swift: The Man, his Works, and the Age

The Correspondence of H.G. Wells

Volume Three: Dean Swift

Volume 2 1904–1918

Irvin Ehrenpreis
Series: Swift: The Man, his Works, and the Age

Edited by David C. Smith
Series: The Correspondence of H.G. Wells

First published in 1983, Dean Swift is the concluding book in a series of three volumes
providing a detailed exploration of the events of Swift’s life. It follows Swift’s life and career
from 1714 to 1745 and sets it against the public events of the age, paying close attention
to political and economic change, ecclesiastical problems, social issues, and literary history.

This collection of H.G. Wells's correspondence draws on over 50 archives and libraries
worldwide. The book contains over 2,000 letters, and while a few are business – to publishers,
agents and secretaries – the majority are much more personal, and include his letters on
the controversies of free love, socialism, birth control, and the Fabian Society. Wells's private
correspondence extends from letters to President Franklin Roosevelt and Prime Minister
Winston Churchill, to correspondence with his many female friends and lovers, among
them Rebecca West, Eileen Power, Gertrude Stein, Marie Stopes, Lilah MacCarthy and
Dorothy Richardson.

Routledge
April 2021: 234x156: 1084pp
Hb: 978-0-367-71256-3: £200.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15003-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367712563

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection
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Routledge
Market: Russian Literature, Biography
April 2021: 234x156: 586pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76539-2: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16742-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367765392

New in Paperback

Companion Website
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The Correspondence of H.G. Wells
Volume 3 1919–1934
Edited by David C. Smith
Series: The Correspondence of H.G. Wells
This collection of H.G. Wells's correspondence draws on over 50 archives and libraries
worldwide. The book contains over 2,000 letters, and while a few are business – to publishers,
agents and secretaries – the majority are much more personal, and include his letters on
the controversies of free love, socialism, birth control, and the Fabian Society. Wells's private
correspondence extends from letters to President Franklin Roosevelt and Prime Minister
Winston Churchill, to correspondence with his many female friends and lovers, among
them Rebecca West, Eileen Power, Gertrude Stein, Marie Stopes, Lilah MacCarthy and
Dorothy Richardson.
Routledge
Market: Russian Literature, Biography
April 2021: 234x156: 576pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76544-6: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16744-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367765446

Dummy text to keep placeholder

The Correspondence of H.G. Wells
Volume 4 1935–1946
Edited by David C. Smith
Series: The Correspondence of H.G. Wells
This collection of H.G. Wells's correspondence draws on over 50 archives and libraries
worldwide. The book contains over 2,000 letters, and while a few are business – to publishers,
agents and secretaries – the majority are much more personal, and include his letters on
the controversies of free love, socialism, birth control, and the Fabian Society. Wells's private
correspondence extends from letters to President Franklin Roosevelt and Prime Minister
Winston Churchill, to correspondence with his many female friends and lovers, among
them Rebecca West, Eileen Power, Gertrude Stein, Marie Stopes, Lilah MacCarthy and
Dorothy Richardson.
Routledge
Market: Russian Literature, Biography
April 2021: 234x156: 642pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76549-1: £155.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16745-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367765491

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com

SECURITY STUDIES
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2 Volume Set

Bioterrorism: The History of a Crisis in American
Society
Edited by David McBride
Series: Bioterrorism: The History of a Crisis in American Society
Although at the start of the 21st century bioterrorism was newly
feared by the public at large, it is one threat that institutions
have attempted to anticipate for years. First published in 2003,
and now with a new introduction, this unique 2-volume
collection provides a multi-disciplinary resource on the
challenges bioterrorism poses for American society and
institutions, from both legal and political institutions, on one
hand, to public health and medical institutions on the other. The materials in these volumes
provide case histories and discourse by specialists relating to the ways that the bioterrorism
threat has been perceived and approached by US health and law institutions.
Routledge
Market: History
December 2020: 234x156: 848pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64259-4: £200.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12845-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367642594

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Bioterrorism: The History of a Crisis in American
Society
Epidemics, Bioweapons, and Policy History
Edited by David McBride
Series: Bioterrorism: The History of a Crisis in American Society
First published in 2003, and now reissued with a new
introduction this volume provides an invaluable, academic
resource on the challenges bioterrorism posed for American
society and institutions. Essays from a wide range of disciplines
document and analyze the problems and implications for
political, economic, and legal institutions, as well as the
challenges a weapon of disease and fear can impose on public
health and public policy.

Routledge
Market: History
December 2020: 234x156: 452pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64231-0: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12364-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367642310
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Bioterrorism: The History of a Crisis in American
Society
Public Health, Law Enforcement, and Minority Issues
Edited by David McBride
Series: Bioterrorism: The History of a Crisis in American Society
First published in 2003, and now reissued with a new
introduction this volume provides an invaluable, academic
resource on the challenges bioterrorism posed for American
society and institutions. Essays from a wide range of disciplines
document and analyze the problems and implications for
political, economic, and legal institutions, as well as the
challenges a weapon of disease and fear can impose on public
health and public policy.

Routledge
Market: History
December 2020: 234x156: 396pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64249-5: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12368-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367642495

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

New in Paperback

Companion Website
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GEOGRAPHY
12 Volume Set
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Routledge Library Editions: Comparative
Urbanization

Land and Housing Policies in Europe and the USA

Various Authors
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Comparative Urbanization
Originally published between 1969 and 1991, the 12 volumes
in this set synthesize international experiences of urban policy
making and cover case studies from the continents of Africa,
Asia, Europe and the Americas. They provide and discuss:
Comparative analyses of developing world cities; The successive
roles played by cities in American history; The problems caused
by over-emphasis on public-sector housing; The impact of
suburban environments on the quality of life; Homelessness and housing affordability; The
role technology can play in the planning and management of settlements.
Routledge
Market: Geography
June 2021: 234x156: 2018pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75717-5: £1030.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17423-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367757175

A Comparative Analysis
Edited by Graham Hallett
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Comparative Urbanization
Originally published in 1988, this book concentrates on urban land policy and was
particularly significant when originally published because the 1980s were an era when the
rich were getting richer and the poor poorer and in which changes in the ownership of
and access to real estate contributed to this polarisation. The book focusses on: The buying,
selling and holding of land by public agencies; the land market, including the impact of
taxation and subsidisation; the control of the land market through town planning controls.
There are chapters devoted to urban land policy in the former West Germany, The
Netherlands, France, the former Yugoslavia, the UK and USA.
Routledge
Market: Geography
June 2021: 234x156: 228pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77201-7: £90.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17023-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367772017
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Glasgow

Suburbia

The Making of a City

An International Assessment

Andrew Gibb
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Comparative Urbanization

Donald N. Rothblatt and Daniel J. Garr
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Comparative Urbanization

Originally published in 1983, this book sets the phases and elements of Glasgow’s townscape
evolution in their historical framework, from the medieval period when Glasgow was a
small but important burgh to the growth
of the town thanks to its command of the
th
transatlantic tobacco trade in the 18 Century. Examining the solid growth which came
with the textile phase of the industrial revolution and subsequent pioneering achievements
in ship-building and marine engineering, the book also charts the subsequent collapse of
the industrial base and attempts at urban renewal on a massive scale.

Originally published in 1986, and drawing on material from the USA, The Netherlands and
Israel, this book addresses the question of whether suburban environments enhance the
quality of life and which factors influence this quality. It examines whether suburbs really
provide improved housing and community services compared to the central city and
whether they foster rewarding social patterns and psychological well-being. It also analyses
precisely what characteristics suburban areas offer and how congruent these characteristics
are with the preferences of suburban residents.

Routledge
Market: Geography
June 2021: 234x156: 216pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00410-5: £90.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17405-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032004105

Routledge
Market: Geography
June 2021: 234x156: 340pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77243-7: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17046-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367772437
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Inside Third World Cities

The Cities of the Poor

Stella Lowder
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Comparative Urbanization
Originally published in 1986, this book focusses on life within global cities in the developing
world, analysing on a city-level the circulation and consumption of goods and services
within them. When the book was first published it was one of only a few to offer systematic
comparative analyses of developing world cities, and those stemming from different regions,
with examples from different continents in each chapter. It discusses the problems faced
by such city populations and shows how the procedures, distributive systems and social
conventions reflect the complex histories of the cities.
Routledge
Market: Geography
June 2021: 234x156: 304pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77408-0: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17126-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367774080

Settlement Planning in Developing Countries
Edited by Alan Turner
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Comparative Urbanization
Originally published in 1980, this book was written by consultants in urban development
with wide experience in the developing world and is a source book aimed at advisers (often
from developed countries) who assist with urban planning matters on behalf of multi-lateral
agencies such as the World Bank. It presents a style of consultancy which accepts that not
all the problems of settlement planning in developing countries can be solved by the
transfer of Western methods.
Routledge
Market: Geography
June 2021: 234x156: 318pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77337-3: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17100-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367773373
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The City in American History

The European City

Blake McKelvey
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Comparative Urbanization

A Western Perspective

Originally published in 1969, this book the successive roles played by the explosive
constellations of cities in American history. The book examines how and in what respects
the planting and developing of cities influenced and was influenced by the colonial
settlement, the achievement of independence, the occupation of the continent, the
development of industrial enterprise, the challenge of foreign wars, the fluctuations of a
dynamic economy and the frustrations of social and political strife in a democracy.
Illuminating selections from original source documents add many graphic details and give
a human dimension to this interpretation.
Routledge
Market: Geography
June 2021: 234x156: 234pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77224-6: £90.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17042-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367772246

D. Burtenshaw, M. Bateman and G. J. Ashworth
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Comparative Urbanization
Originally published in 1991, this book focusses on the philosophies, histories and processes
which have made the West European city system rich in internal variety yet distinct from
that of the rest of western industrialised urban society. It synthesizes international
experiences in particular aspects of urban policy making, with reference to Germany, France
and Benelux. The book covers urban planning in its broadest sense – from economic,
socio-spacial, recreational, housing and transport perspectives.
Routledge
Market: Geography
June 2021: 234x156: 332pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77123-2: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16990-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367771232
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The Development of Housing in Scotland

The Management of Human Settlements in
Developing Countries

Douglas Niven
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Comparative Urbanization
Originally published in 1979, this volume begins with an historical summary of housing
development in Scotland. Scottish urban housing has always followed a unique and
distinctive pattern from the rest of the UK. The book compares the policies and programmes
of development in EU countries and Scandinavia. The problems caused by over-emphasis
on public-sector housing in Scotland since the First World War are discussed. A break-down
of the work carried out by housing societies and associations reveals little national or local
support in Scotland, unlike in European or Scandinavian countries where such association
have formed a vital element in their housing policies.
Routledge
Market: Geography
June 2021: 234x156: 146pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77317-5: £85.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17087-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367773175

Case Studies in the Application of Microcomputers
Timothy J. Cartwright
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Comparative Urbanization
Originally published in 1991, this book focusses on the philosophies, histories and processes
which have made the West European city system rich in internal variety yet distinct from
that of the rest of western industrialised urban society. It synthesizes international
experiences in particular aspects of urban policy making, with reference to Germany, France
and Benelux. The book covers urban planning in its broadest sense – from economic,
socio-spacial, recreational, housing and transport perspectives.
Routledge
Market: Geography
June 2021: 234x156: 298pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77136-2: £90.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17016-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367771362
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The Development of the Irish Town

The New Housing Shortage

Edited by R. A. Butlin
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Comparative Urbanization

Housing Affordability in Europe and the USA

Originally published in 1977, and now with an updated new Preface, this volume covers
the question of Irish urban origins in the pre-Norman period, the character and development
of the medieval towns, the changing forms and functions of towns and cities in the early
modern period. It also examines the substantial changes in size and form effected by
population growth and town planning in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Ireland’s
urban history is unique and particularly interesting for the way it contrasts with
developments in the urban history of western Europe. Unlike most west European regions,
it was not colonised by the Romans.
Routledge
Market: Geography
June 2021: 234x156: 146pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77129-4: £85.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16991-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367771294
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Edited by Graham Hallett
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Comparative Urbanization
Originally published in 1993, this book is a detailed comparative examination of the housing
issue by housing experts, looking at the USA, UK, Germany, the Netherlands and France.
The volume offers an excellent blend of critical analysis and practical policy
recommendations, including a better targeting of tax concessions, a move back to social
housing more diverse than in the past and measures for reducing homelessness. Perennial
issues which remain as pertinent today as when the book was first published are also
discussed: homelessness, housing affordability for people on low incomes, changes in
housing markets.
Routledge
Market: Geography
June 2021: 234x156: 290pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00383-2: £90.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17391-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032003832
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The Structure of Nineteenth Century Cities

Behavioural Travel Modelling

Edited by James H Johnson and Colin Pooley
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Comparative Urbanization

Edited by Peter Stopher and David A. Hensher, University of Sydney, Australia
Series: Routledge Library Edtions: Global Transport Planning
th

When this book was first published in 1982, despite considerable research on 19 Century
towns in Britain and America, there had been little attempt to search for links between
th
these empirical studies and to relate them more to more general theories of 19 Century
urban development. The book provides an integrated series of chapters which discuss
th
trends and research problems in the study of 19 Century cities. It will be of value to
researchers in urban geography, social history and historical geography.

Originally published in 1979, this study deals on a fully comprehensive level with both
passenger and freight travel. The 40 chapters deal with an extensive range of related topics,
including equilibrium modelling, theoretical and conceptual developments in demand
modelling, goods movement and forecasting and policy. It outlines approaches to
understanding travel behaviour, which move beyond the individual choice theory towards
a broader consideration of activities.

Routledge
Market: Geography
June 2021: 234x156: 324pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77208-6: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17026-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367772086

Routledge
Market: Transport/Geography
May 2021: 234x156: 872pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74087-0: £155.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15605-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367740870

20 Volume Set
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Routledge Library Editions: Global Transport
Planning
Various Authors
Series: Routledge Library Edtions: Global Transport Planning
Originally published between 1935 and 1985, the 20 volumes
in this set discuss reducing the need to travel, city centre options
and population densities; Analyse global transport planning
investment and economic development; Examine sustainable
urban development and transport; Scrutinise the means by
which the carbon and energy costs of transport can be
quantified and used in evaluation; Study energy consumption
patterns of different settlement types and their associated travel demand patterns; Measure
the non-transport benefits of transport investments, with particular reference to
disadvantaged sectors of society.

Car Ownership Forecasting
E. W. Allanson
Series: Routledge Library Edtions: Global Transport Planning
Originally published in 1982, this book gives a concise commentary on the development
and performance of car ownership prediction procedures and a wide-ranging survey of
the modelling techniques associated with forecasting. The book provides a basic
appreciation of the key points, whether they are mathematical or otherwise. Throughout
the book there is a theme which relates the academic debate surrounding the issue to
technical rather than philosophical concepts.
Routledge
Market: Transport/Geography
May 2021: 234x156: 170pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74475-5: £85.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15811-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367744755

Routledge
Market: Geography
May 2021: 234x156: 2018pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69870-6: £1780.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16032-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367698706
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A History of Inland Transport and Communication

City Centre Planning and Public Transport

Edwin A. Pratt
Series: Routledge Library Edtions: Global Transport Planning
Originally published in 1912, this book with extensive source footnotes and bibliography
follows the evolution and development of roads, rivers, canals, tramways, buses and cycles.
The role that the development of transport played in the growth and expansion of trade
and industry and on the general economic and social conditions of the country is one of
the main issues that is discussed. Other themes which are examined are the electrification
of the railways, railways and the state, railway rates and charges and early trading conditions.
Routledge
Market: Transport/Geography
May 2021: 234x156: 550pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74123-5: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15615-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367741235

Case Studies from Britain, West Germany and France
Barry J. Simpson
Series: Routledge Library Edtions: Global Transport Planning
Originally published in 1988 the central issue of this book is city centre decline and the
potential of adequate planning and transport for halting and reversing this decline. A highly
topical international study, it examines the effects of public transport policies on the central
areas of several British cities and those in the former West Germany and France. A series
on in-depth case studies deals with the structure of central and local government and the
operation of town and transport planning in each country. The book discusses the principles,
legislation and practice of physical planning in city centres.
Routledge
Market: Transport/Geography
May 2021: 234x156: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74232-4: £90.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15677-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367742324
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Future Transport Policy

Mobility and Transport for Elderly and Handicapped
Persons

K. J. Button and D. Gillingwater
Series: Routledge Library Edtions: Global Transport Planning
Originally published in 1986, this book remains as relevant today as when it was first
published, as it discusses issues in transport policy that are still being debated: what levels
of subsidies should be applied; what form of ownership should prevail; how transport
should be regulated or deregulated; and which modes of transport should be favoured.
The book examines how policies have evolved, and what factors affect present decision
making. It includes contentious areas such as international airline deregulation and urban
transport.
Routledge
Market: Transport/Geography
May 2021: 234x156: 242pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72658-4: £90.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15576-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367726584

Edited by Norman Ashford, William G. Bell and Tom A. Rich
Series: Routledge Library Edtions: Global Transport Planning
Originally published in 1982 and contributed to by a range of international authors and
experts in the field of transport accessibility, this volume discusses the position of urban
and rural transport problems of the elderly and disabled in the UK, USA, Belgium, Canada,
France, Germany, The Netherlands and Sweden. Based on research, policy analysis and
documental field experience the volume also discusses advances made in relevant
technology, major changes in public policy and innovative proposals for system
development or change.
Routledge
Market: Transport/Geography
May 2021: 234x156: 384pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74574-5: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15855-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367745745
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German Railways

Passenger Transport After 2000 A.D.

A Study in the Historical Geography of Transport

Edited by G. B. R. Feilden, Alan Wickens, Loughborough University, Leicestershire,
UK and I. R. Yates
Series: Routledge Library Edtions: Global Transport Planning

R. E. H. Mellor
Series: Routledge Library Edtions: Global Transport Planning
Originally published in 1979, this volume is an invaluable study of a railway system and its
adjustment to changing political-geographical conditions, as well as changes in economic
and social geography. Each change in the territorial extent or in the internal
territorial-administrative organisation of Germany has had its repercussions upon the spatial
pattern of the country’s economy and consequently upon the demand for transport.
Furthermore, the central position of Germany within the continent has given an added
importance to the role of its railways in the overall pattern of the European railway system.
Routledge
Market: Transport/Geography
May 2021: 297x210: 134pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74442-7: £85.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15789-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367744427

Originally published in 1995 this book provides an authoritative
and stimulating account
st
of the issues and problems facing transport planners in the 21 century. The contributors
– leading authorities from North America and Europe – put forward a wide range of points
from which future technical developments and transport will be approached. They review
the ways in which human
needs and national expectations can be served by technological
st
developments in the 21 Century.
Routledge
Market: Transport/Geography
May 2021: 234x156: 288pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74650-6: £90.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15902-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367746506
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Introduction to Transportation Planning

Soviet and East European Transport Problems

Michael J. Bruton
Series: Routledge Library Edtions: Global Transport Planning

Edited by John Ambler, Denis J B Shaw and Leslie Symons
Series: Routledge Library Edtions: Global Transport Planning

rd

When originally published in 1975, (here re-issuing the 3 edition of 1985), this was the
only genuinely introductory textbook to the subject of transportation planning. The
introductory chapter places the issue of transport in its broader societal context, relating
it to demographic, socio-economic, political and environmental considerations. The
increasing importance of technology is recognized in the chapter which covers commonly
used software packages. As a whole the book provides a basic introduction to the traffic
estimation stage of the transport planning process and forms a general guide and survey
to the whole subject.
Routledge
Market: Transport/Geography
May 2021: 234x156: 292pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72635-5: £90.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15569-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367726355
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Originally published in 1985, this book considers many important aspects of the transport
systems of the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. It looks at the different modes of
transport and the problems faced by each. Examining the relationship between transport
problems and those of poor economic performance against the possibilities of economic
reform the book analyses some of the measures which were taken to remedy the situation.
Routledge
Market: Transport/Geography
May 2021: 234x156: 284pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72606-5: £90.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15552-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367726065
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The Rapid Transit Railways of the World

The Transport Problem

Henry F. Howson
Series: Routledge Library Edtions: Global Transport Planning

Christopher D. Foster
Series: Routledge Library Edtions: Global Transport Planning

rd

When originally published in 1975, (here re-issuing the 3 edition of 1985), this was the
only genuinely introductory textbook to the subject of transportation planning. The
introductory chapter places the issue of transport in its broader societal context, relating
it to demographic, socio-economic, political and environmental considerations. The
increasing importance of technology is recognized in the chapter which covers commonly
used software packages. As a whole the book provides a basic introduction to the traffic
estimation stage of the transport planning process and forms a general guide and survey
to the whole subject.
Routledge
Market: Transport/Geography
May 2021: 234x156: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74108-2: £90.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15611-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367741082

Originally published in 1963, and revised in 1975, this book remains a classic in its field and
one of the best introductions to the principles of transport economics. Despite the passage
of time and widespread social, economic, technical and environmental change the book
remains relevant because many of the issues discussed re still basic and are still at the heart
of the transport problem: how does one define economic objectives of road and rail and
evaluate the efficiency of the two modes? What are the appropriate pricing and investment
criteria? What can one say about competition and the coordination of transport policy?
Routledge
Market: Transport/Geography
May 2021: 234x156: 368pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74582-0: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15886-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367745820
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The Rhine

Transport and Public Policy

A Study in the Geography of Water Transport

K.M. Gwilliam
Series: Routledge Library Edtions: Global Transport Planning

R. E. H. Mellor
Series: Routledge Library Edtions: Global Transport Planning
Originally published in 1983, this volume examines one of the most long-standing major
th
commercial water-arteries of Western and Central Europe: The Rhine. Since the mid 20
Century its importance has been given new stimulus by the intensified mobility of economic
circulation generated by the EU – forming as it does a common axis to that organisation’s
original six members. The Rhine is one of the world’s busiest rivers and therefore provides
an excellent case study in the development of inland waterway transport, not only because
of its complex physical nature, but also because of the diversity of economic, social and
political patterns along its course.
Routledge
Market: Transport/Geography
May 2021: 297x210: 170pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74459-5: £85.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15802-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367744595

Originally published in 1964, this book assesses the role of government and its agencies
in the transport sector and is aimed at economic students and those in the history transport
planning. Part 1 sets up a framework of accepted economic principles concerning the
efficient operation of a transport system. Part 2 traces the history of government intervention
in transport and the latter part of the book examines complementarity and competition
between different agencies and the problem of transport co-ordination. Many of the issues
remain pertinent today: the conflict between rail and road and the political debates over
ownership – privatization versus nationalization.
Routledge
Market: Transport/Geography
May 2021: 234x156: 260pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74057-3: £90.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15599-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367740573
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The Rural Transport Problem

Transport and the Public

David St John Thomas
Series: Routledge Library Edtions: Global Transport Planning

J. A. Dunnage
Series: Routledge Library Edtions: Global Transport Planning

Originally published in 1963, this book was the first to survey the rural transport problem
as a whole, and it includes the results of extensive research in an important but until then
neglected field. The issues of increased car ownership and the reduction of train and bus
services and the social impact of this is discussed, as well the question of subsidies in the
UK as a whole. Three area specific studies deal with the Lake District, Northumberland and
Devon.

Originally published in 1935 at a time when the First World War had brought about massive
economic and social change which had repercussions for transport, this book examines
all forms of transport planning in relation to economics, sociology and town planning as
well as Britain’s place and operational abilities in international markets. Topics which are
still debated today, such as privatization versus nationalization are also discussed.

Routledge
Market: Transport/Geography
May 2021: 234x156: 192pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74887-6: £80.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16009-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367748876

Routledge
Market: Transport/Geography
May 2021: 234x156: 254pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74042-9: £90.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15590-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367740429
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Transport Organisation in a Great City

Transportation Networks

The Case of London

A Quantitative Approach

Michael F. Collins and Timothy M. Pharoah
Series: Routledge Library Edtions: Global Transport Planning

Dušan Teodorović
Series: Routledge Library Edtions: Global Transport Planning

Originally published in 1974 this book examines the problems confronting the London
public transport system in the 1970s. After a brief historical introduction the book then
pays particular attention to planning, capital investment, co-ordination, the relationship
between transport and housing, the competition between road and rail and the grants
paid by central government. There are 15 case studies of significant topics ranging from
station car parks to bus lanes, new tube trains to facilities for pedestrians. Although the
focus is on London, many of the issues are common to other UK cities and across the world.

Originally published in 1986 and a major contribution towards improving operations within
transportation systems, this book provides detailed coverage of the theory of transportation
networks as a general traffic and transportation discipline. It examines some of the daily
difficulties encountered by traffic and transportation experts, uncovering the intricacies of
vehicle routing and scheduling, crew planning and facilities placement. This problem-solving
approach uses multiple numerical examples and simple mathematical methods to enable
newcomers to apply the book’s solutions to the situations they encounter on the job.

Routledge
Market: Transport/Geography
May 2021: 234x156: 664pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74032-0: £155.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15582-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367740320

Routledge
Market: Transport/Geography
May 2021: 234x156: 234pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74703-9: £90.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15916-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367747039
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Transport Planning

Routledge Library Editions: Housing Policy & Home
Ownership

Vision and Practice
John Adams
Series: Routledge Library Edtions: Global Transport Planning
Originally published in 1981, this volume provides a systematic and detailed critique of the
practice of transport planning. It shows how past transport policies blighted cities, suburbs
and countryside alike, led to increased death and injury on the roads and offered the whole
of the motorized world as a hostage to the oil-producing countries. The book urges us all
to consider whether increase mobility is really synonymous with progress and to take a
more active part in planning decisions that may adversely affect our futures. The book will
be of interest to those concerned with environmental issues & transport planning.
Routledge
Market: Transport/Geography
May 2021: 234x156: 284pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72554-9: £90.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15533-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367725549

Various
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Housing Policy and Home
Ownership
Originally published between 1961 and 1994, the volumes in
this set sit equally comfortably in sociology and geography as
well as housing studies. They provide a comprehensive th
political-economic analysis
of the thhistorical origins and 20
th
Century experience of 19 and 20 Century housing tenure in
the UK, Europe, Puerto Rico and the USA; Examine the balance
between rehabilitation and redevelopment and the rise and fall of the high-rise flat; Cover
issues such as rent, rent controls, subsidies and urban renewal; Address the practical and
political difficulties of devising measures which meet policy objectives.
Routledge
Market: Geography/Urban Planning
March 2021: 234x156: 6222pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64519-9: £1800.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13856-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367645199
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Transport Policy in the EEC

A Nation of Home Owners

John Whitelegg
Series: Routledge Library Edtions: Global Transport Planning

Peter Saunders
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Housing Policy and Home Ownership

Originally published in 1988, this book reviews a selection of national policies and sets
them against EU (the former EEC) action or inaction to sharpen the readers’ understanding
of both national and supranational policies. The book is innovative in its method of studying
the subject and its focus on multi-dimensional transport issues including the impact of
the Common Transport Policy. The analysis is seen throughout from the consumers’
perspective. The book will be of interest to those concerned with European transport
studies, especially geographers, economists and planners.

Originally published in 1990, and re-issued in 2020 with an updated Preface, this book
shows how the UK has become a nation of home owners, and the effect it has had on
people’s lives, the impact which it has had on British society and the implications for those
who have hitherto been excluded. The book briefly charts the history of the growth of
owner-occupation in Britain and considers the evidence on the popularity of owning as
opposed to renting. The question of whether and how owner occupiers accumulate wealth
from their housing is discussed and the evidence on the political implications of the growth
of owner-occupation examined.

Routledge
Market: Transport/Geography
May 2021: 234x156: 254pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74255-3: £90.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15680-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367742553
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Routledge
Market: Housing Policy
March 2021: 234x156: 434pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68362-7: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13717-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367683627
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Building by Local Authorities

Home Ownership

The Report of an Inquiry by the Royal Institute of Public Administration

Differentiation and Fragmentation

Elizabeth Layton
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Housing Policy and Home Ownership

Ray Forrest, Raymond Scott forrest passed away 16.1.20 as notified by EA, Death cert
& GOP provided. beneficiary is Jacqueline Perry SE938807 SF case 01719364 CH, Alan
Murie and Peter Williams
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Housing Policy and Home Ownership

Originally published in 1961, is the report into an investigation of the forms of organization
used by local authorities of many varied types, populations and areas for the design and
erection of new buildings and the maintenance of existing ones. It discusses the relations
between Government departments and local authorities in the control of building design,
standards and costs and the part played by Council committees in the control of building
operations.
Routledge
Market: Housing Policy
March 2021: 234x156: 376pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68419-8: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13744-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367684198

Originally published in 1990 and drawing on extensive research, this book provides an
evaluation of the impact of the growth of home ownership in the UK, and of the claims
and counter-claims made for its social significance. The book examines critically the evidence
for and against the proposition that mass home ownership is contributing towards a more
equal society. Wide-ranging in its coverage, the book discusses the changing nature and
role of home ownership, wealth accumulation and housing, the relationship between
social class and housing tenure, and policy development.
Routledge
Market: Housing Policy
March 2021: 234x156: 250pp
Hb: 978-0-367-67889-0: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13327-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367678890
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Cities, Housing and Profits

Housing and Local Government

Flat Break-Up and the Decline of Private Renting

In England and Wales

Chris Hamnett and Bill Randolph
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Housing Policy and Home Ownership

J. B. Cullingworth
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Housing Policy and Home Ownership

Originally published in 1988, this book documents and explains the emergence of flat
‘break-ups’ – the sale of individual owner occupation of blocks of flats which were previously
privately rented and which played a major role in the transformation of the private housing
market in London since the 1960s. The book shows that the flat break-up market in London
was not a unique phenomenon but one of the most geographically concentrated
manifestations of the trend for sales from private renting to owner occupation which has
been established in the UK since the 1920s.

Originally published in 1966 and written at a time when UK housing policy was undergoing
major changes, this volume provides a substantial historical introduction
which outlines
th
th
the development of housing policy in the UK from the mid 19 – mid 20 Centuries.
Discussion of the administrative framework, the powers of local housing authorities, housing
standards, finance and the improvement of older housing follows. Other issues covered
include the social aspects of housing and the role of the state and the objectives of state
action.

Routledge
Market: Housing Policy
March 2021: 234x156: 308pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68211-8: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13473-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367682118

Routledge
Market: Housing Policy
March 2021: 234x156: 276pp
Hb: 978-0-367-67790-9: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13291-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367677909
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Essays on Housing Policy

Housing and Urban Renewal

The British Scene

Residential Decay and Revitalization in the Private Sector

J. B. Cullingworth
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Housing Policy and Home Ownership

Andrew D. Thomas
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Housing Policy and Home Ownership

Originally published in 1979, these essays provideth a guide to the labyrinth of issues which
together made up ‘housing policy’ in the late 20 Century. The focus is on the practical
and political difficulties of devising measures
which meet policy objectives – difficulties
st
which are just as prevalent in the 21 Century. The search for ‘comprehensive strategies’
is shown to be a vain one: given the number of relevant issues and their complexity, only
an incremental approach is practicable. Major issues are discussed in the context of an
analysis of the institutional, historical and financial framework within which housing policy
is formulated and operated.

Originally published in 1986, this book provides an authoritative summary of late 20
Century trends which affected housing stock and a comprehensive commentary on policies
which were designed to improve housing stock. The policies referred to are specific to
England and Wales but the experience is relevant to other countries facing similar trends:
a growth in owner-occupation, increasing problems of disrepair and low levels of investment
in the housing stock. It will be on interest to those concerned with levels of investment in
older urban areas, with the impact of subsidies on housing tenure, and with the role of
government in controlling housing quality.

Routledge
Market: Housing Policy
March 2021: 234x156: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-367-67780-0: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13283-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367677800

Routledge
Market: Housing Policy
March 2021: 234x156: 238pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68506-5: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13794-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367685065
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Housing Policy in Britain

Owner-Occupation in Britain

A History

Stephen Merrett
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Housing Policy and Home Ownership

A. E. Holmans
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Housing Policy and Home Ownership
Originally published in 1987, this book provides a comprehensive history of housing policy
in Britain from the beginning of the twentieth century to the end of the 1970s. For every
period the author gives a detailed account of the housing situation in which policies
operated, the policies pursued and their rationale. Owner-occupation and privately rented
housing are fully discussed. Particular emphasis is placed on the financial and economic
aspects of housing policy, including the impact on it of the economic situation. Issues such
as population growth and the increase in the number of households are also examined.
Routledge
Market: Housing Policy
March 2021: 234x156: 498pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68129-6: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13475-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367681296

Originally published in 1982, this is a companion volume to State Housing in Britain. Together
th
the 2 volumes cover the tenure of some 85% of all British households in much of the 20
Century. The development of the tenure between 1918 and 1970 with special reference
to its position in state housing policies is examined. Subsequent chapters analyse effective
demand since 1970, both with respect to its demographic base and as regards the capacity
to buy. In particular the question of why people want to buy is asked and the supply of
housing as well as the output of speculative housebuilders is considered.
Routledge
Market: Housing Policy
March 2021: 234x156: 412pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68597-3: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13824-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367685973
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Housing Policy in the Developed Economy
The United Kingdom, Sweden and The United States

Private Rented Housing in the United States and
Europe

Bruce Headey
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Housing Policy and Home Ownership

Michael Harloe
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Housing Policy and Home Ownership

Originally published
in 1978, this book analyses three main approaches to national housing
th
policy in the 20 Century in Sweden, the UK and USA. It reviews policy developments and
considers the impact of policy on the housing conditions and costs of different sections
of the community. A major theme is that British and American governments, contrary to
their stated objectives, have actually increased housing inequality by allowing homeowners
tax concessions which are more generous than the housing welfare programmes available
to tenants.

Originally published in 1985, this book analyses the development of private rented housing
in Britain, France, the former West Germany, the Netherlands and the USA. The book shows
that the changing fortunes of the private rented sector are seen in some measure to be
connected with the social, economic and political
conditions which surrounded the rapid
th
industrialisation and urbanisation of the 19 Century.

Routledge
Market: Housing Policy
March 2021: 234x156: 278pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68106-7: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13432-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367681067

Routledge
Market: Housing Policy
March 2021: 234x156: 398pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68010-7: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13384-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367680107
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Hovels to High Rise

Property Before People

State Housing in Europe Since 1850

The Management of Twentieth-Century Council Housing

Anne Power
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Housing Policy and Home Ownership

Anne Power
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Housing Policy and Home Ownership

Originally published in 1993, this book traces how governments in France, Germany, Britain,
Denmark and Ireland became involved in replacing industrial revolution urban slums with
mass high-rise, high-density concrete estates. As the book considers each country’s housing
history and traditions, and analyses the contrasting structures and systems, it finds
convergence of problems in the growing tensions of their most disadvantaged communities.
The book underlines the continuing drift towards deeper polarization, an issue which has
become
ever more important in the multi-lingual, ethnically diverse urban societies of the
st
21 Century.

Originally published in 1987 this book examines attempts by successive individuals and
governments to overcome slum conditions and homelessness, to reform landlord-tenant
relations and to provide sound modern dwellings with full amenities for those who need
them. Its focus is on how those responsible for public housing concentrated their energies
on buildings rather than management, on property rather than people, in sharp distinction
to the women who played such an innovative and humanizing role in the early days of
housing reform.

Routledge
Market: Housing Policy
March 2021: 234x156: 460pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68463-1: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13781-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367684631
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eBook: 978-1-003-13761-0
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Public Housing in Europe and America

The Future of Council Housing

Edited by J. S. Fuerst
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Housing Policy and Home Ownership

Edited by John English
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Housing Policy and Home Ownership

Originally published in 1974, this book surveys the experience of public and quasi public
housing in the UK, USA, France, Germany, the former USSR, Israel, Denmark, Sweden,
Hungary and Puerto Rico. Each country’s housing policy is set in a broad social and historical
context, showing how the policy developed and how effective it was. Administrative
problems encountered in different countries are evaluated and compared and many
similarities emerge. The relationship of housing to transport, education and employment
is discussed and special attention is focused on the role of new towns in Sweden, the
former USSR, the UK, Israel and the USA.

Originally published in 1982, at a time when the UK government was pursuing the policy
of council house sales, this book explores the implications of selling council houses, criticises
the housing management and policies of the 1970s and 80s and argues forcefully for the
retention of the council housing sector.

Routledge
Market: Housing Policy
March 2021: 234x156: 218pp
Hb: 978-0-367-67895-1: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13329-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367678951

Routledge
Market: Housing Policy
March 2021: 234x156: 204pp
Hb: 978-0-367-67823-4: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13324-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367678234
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Rural Housing: Competition and Choice

The Housing Crisis

Michael Dunn, Marilyn Rawson and Alan Rogers
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Housing Policy and Home Ownership

Edited by Peter Malpass
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Housing Policy and Home Ownership

Originally published in 1981, this book explores the plight of the locally born or locally
employed faced with spiralling house prices and strong and unequal competition from
the wealthier commuter, second-home owner or retirement migrant. It was the first book
to examine the policy and planning issues in relation to these problems from the starting
point of basic research and analysis.

Originally published in 1986 at a time when Britain was facing a major housing crisis, this
book, containing much original research, examines the crisis and analyses the reasons for
it, providing foundations for the construction of effective new policies. As relevant now as
when it was first published the book discusses under investment in housing stock, in both
the public and private sectors, renovation and maintenance and neglect of particular
disadvantaged groups such as the elderly, the single homeless and those in low income
groups.

Routledge
Market: Housing Policy
March 2021: 234x156: 288pp
Hb: 978-0-367-67814-2: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13295-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367678142

Routledge
Market: Housing Policy
March 2021: 234x156: 254pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68274-3: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13679-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367682743
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State Housing in Britain

The Radical Homeowner

Stephen Merrett
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Housing Policy and Home Ownership
Originally published in 1979, this book was the first to provide
a comprehensive
th
political-economic analysis of the historical origins and 20 Century experience of state
housing in the UK. The first part describes the growth of municipal housebuilding in the
context of slum clearance before 1914 and the cycle of boom and slump between the
wars. Part 2 covers 1945- 1980 with chapters on : site acquisition and residential densities;
the housebuilding industry and its standards; the balance between rehabilitation and
redevelopment and the rise and fall of the high-rise flat.
Routledge
Market: Housing Policy
March 2021: 234x156: 396pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68553-9: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13820-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367685539

Housing Tenure and Social Change
Ian C. Winter
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Housing Policy and Home Ownership
Originally published in 1994, this book provides an important contribution to contemporary
housing debates as well as clear examples of the use of qualitative data in causal analysis.
Based on 3 original Australian case studies and a range of international data, this book
demonstrates that the interests and meanings of home ownership can lead home owners
into radical courses of social action that oppose the status quo, despite national
governments having sponsored a remarkable growth in home ownership to promote a
loyal citizenship and political stability.
Routledge
Market: Housing Policy
March 2021: 234x156: 288pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68530-0: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13800-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367685300
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The Right to a Decent House
Sidney Jacobs
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Housing Policy and Home Ownership
Originally published in 1976, this book highlights the problems faced by many inner-city
working class communities in 1970s Britain, with particular reference to the Gairbraid
housing clearance area of Maryhill, Glasgow. It examines the policy of local authority
re-housing. Both the policy and practice of re-housing is carefully analysed and the efficacy
of community action illustrated and discussed.
Routledge
Market: Housing Policy
March 2021: 234x156: 174pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68238-5: £84.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367682385
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Routledge Library Editions: America: Revolution
and Civil War

Lincoln and the American Civil War
Audrey Cammiade
Series: Routledge Library Editions: America - Revolution & Civil
War

Various Authors
Series: Routledge Library Editions: America - Revolution & Civil
War
The volumes in this set, originally published between 1967 and
2011 include succinct, accessible books which offer concise
treatment of these major historical topics, as well as some
lengthier, finest single-volume studies of the American Civil and
Revolutionary Wars ever written and an outstanding
Encyclopedic reference tool. They bring central themes and
problems into sharper focus; Elucidate the character of the underlying moral and political
problem of slavery; Evaluate the legacy of the Civil War for America and for the world and
emphasize its relationship to many of the dominating themes of modern history –
democracy, freedom, equality and nationalism.
Routledge
Market: American History
December 2020: 234x156: 3476pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54033-3: £875.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12459-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367540333

Originally published in 1967, this book is a concise and ideal
study of one of the most important periods of American history
and is ideal for A Level students and as an introduction for
undergraduates. It discusses the social, economic and political
context for Lincoln’s meteoric rise and the legacy of his many
achievements including the abolition of slavery.

Routledge
Market: American History
December 2020: 234x156: 98pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64065-1: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12219-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367640651
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Ebenezer Hazard, Jeremy Belknap and the American
Revolution

Physician of the American Revolution
Jonathan Potts

Russell M. Lawson
Series: Routledge Library Editions: America - Revolution & Civil
War

Richard L. Blanco
Series: Routledge Library Editions: America - Revolution & Civil
War

Originally published in 2011, this volume publishes the letters
of Jeremy Belknap and Ebenezer Hazard. They date from 1779
to 1798, during a time when the US was warring against England,
establishing new governments, building a national identity, and
exploring the hinterland. The letters of Hazard and Belknap tell
of an age when science and religion had not yet divorced, when
the most profound philosophy nestled comfortably next to a
childlike fascination with the remarkable. The two friends
explored the nature of love, death, and piety; the best way for
humans to govern themselves; matters of religious, historical and scientific truth and the
best means to arrive at it.

Originally published in 1979, this was the first biography of
Jonathan Potts, a prominent Pennsylvania Quaker and physician
who served in the Continental army during the Revolutionary
War. It was also the first study to be published since 1931 of the
role of medical doctors in the northern campaigns. No detailed
memoir by an army physician or surgeon has survived to
document the conditions they faced. The military career of Dr.
Potts, reconstructed here from source materials, including
first-hand accounts by Potts and his contemporaries provides
considerable information to fill this historical gap.

Routledge
Market: American History
December 2020: 234x156: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64341-6: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12415-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367643416

Routledge
Market: American History
December 2020: 234x156: 306pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64232-7: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12362-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367642327
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Franklin and the War of American Independence

The American Civil War

Audrey Cammiade
Series: Routledge Library Editions: America - Revolution & Civil
War

Peter J. Parish
Series: Routledge Library Editions: America - Revolution & Civil
War

Originally published in 1967 this book tells the full story of the
breach between the United States and Great Britain and the
pivotal role played by Benjamin Franklin in both the declaration
of independence and the American Treaty. Accessibly written,
and richly illustrated with half-tones and maps, this is an
introductory text which will be of use to both A Level students
and as an introductory text for under-graduates.

Originally published in 1975, this assessment of the American
Civil War is a broad treatment of the war as a major historical
event, set in the context of a detailed picture of two
governments, economies and societies at war. It discusses many
controversial topics - the uncertainty and hesitation that
surrounded the origins of the war; its economic impact, the
Radicals and their relationship with Lincoln and reconstruction
as a wartime issue. It offers acute analysis of Lincoln’s political
skills, and an evaluation of emancipation and Lincoln’s approach

Routledge
Market: American History
December 2020: 234x156: 92pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64116-0: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12224-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367641160

to it.
Routledge
Market: American History
December 2020: 234x156: 762pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64364-5: £180.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12431-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367643645
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10 Volume Set

The American Revolution

Routledge Library Editions: Puritanism

M. J. Heale
Series: Routledge Library Editions: America - Revolution & Civil
War
Originally published in 1986, this book discusses the various
meanings which historians have given to the term ‘American
Revolution’. It can be seen as a revolutionary war of
independence from Britain, but also a constitutional and
ideological revolution within America. This survey firstly examines
the view from Britain and the consequences of the policy of
exerting closer financial control over its colonies. It then discusses
the colonists’ perception of British actions and their responses
which were to culminate in the Declaration of Independence.
It concludes by examining the continuing revolution within
America after the break with England.
Routledge
Market: American History
December 2020: 216x138: 62pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64126-9: £66.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12231-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367641269

Various Authors
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Puritanism
Originally published between 1930 and 1988 many of the
volumes in this set are based upon years of painstaking archival
research in private and published papers. They
provide many
th
insights into the Puritan world of the early 17 Century and
analyse the economic depression in the mid-1600s and the
resultant unemployment and poverty which caused social
upheaval; discuss the importance of the divisions among the
Puritans for political processes within both the church and wider society; examine the
motivation of the Puritans who emigrated; discuss the impact the Puritan family had on
the spiritual development of the Anglo-American world.
Routledge
Market: Military History
December 2020: 234x156: 3474pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56981-5: £950.00
eBook: 978-1-003-11164-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367569815
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The American Revolution 1775–1783

Anglicans and Puritans?

An Encyclopedia Volume 1: A–L

Presbyterianism and English Conformist Thought from Whitgift to
Hooker

Edited by Richard L. Blanco
Series: Routledge Library Editions: America - Revolution & Civil
War
This definitive encyclopedia, originally published in 1983 and
now available as an ebook for the first time, covers the American
Revolution, comes in two volumes and contains 865 entries on
the war for American independence. Included are essays on
major and minor battles, and biographies of military men,
partisan leaders, loyalist figures and war heroes, as well as strong
coverage of political and diplomatic themes. The contributors
th
present their summaries within the context of late 20 Century
historiography about the American Revolution. Extensively
illustrated with maps, the volumes also contain a chronology of events, glossary and
substantial index and bibliography.
Routledge
Market: American History
December 2020: 246x174: 1012pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64250-1: £200.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12371-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367642501

Peter Lake
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Puritanism
Originally published in 1988, this was the first full and scholarly
account of the formal Elizabethan and Jacobean debates
between Presbyterians and conformists concerning the
government of the church. This book shed new light on the
crucial disagreements between puritans and conformists and
the importance of these divisions for political processes within
both the church and wider society.
The
book will be of interest
th
th
to all historians of the late 16 and 17 Centuries and to those
interested in church history and the development of
Protestantism.
Routledge
Market: History
December 2020: 234x156: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62958-8: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-11160-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367629588
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The American Revolution 1775–1783

Charles I and the Puritan Upheaval

An Encyclopedia Volume 2: M–Z

A Study of the Causes of the Great Migration

Edited by Richard L. Blanco
Series: Routledge Library Editions: America - Revolution & Civil
War
This definitive encyclopedia, originally published in 1983 and
now available as an ebook for the first time, covers the American
Revolution, comes in two volumes and contains 865 entries on
the war for American independence. Included are essays on
major and minor battles, and biographies of military men,
partisan leaders, loyalist figures and war heroes, as well as strong
coverage of political and diplomatic themes. The contributors
th
present their summaries within the context of late 20 Century
historiography about the American Revolution. Extensively
illustrated with maps, the volumes also contain a chronology of events, glossary and
substantial index and bibliography.
Routledge
Market: American History
December 2020: 246x174: 888pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64270-9: £180.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12374-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367642709
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Allen French
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Puritanism
Originally published in 1955 and based on research of public
records and other contemporary sources, this book builds up
an excellent picture of England before the Civil War. Through a
series of case studies, it examines the type of person who
emigrated to New England and their motivation for doing so.
The wealth of evidence from original documents is clearly
arranged and provides a refreshing reassessment of the period,
showing that although religious conviction was a clear motive
for emigration, the Puritan were also seeking security from
hardships of other kinds.
Routledge
Market: History
December 2020: 234x156: 444pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62605-1: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-003-11013-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367626051
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Poets and Puritans

The Elizabethan Puritan Movement

T. R. Glover
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Puritanism

Patrick Collinson
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Puritanism

Originally published in 1915, the essays in this book deal with 9
English writers – as diverse in outlook and temperament as
Bunyan and Boswell; poets and Puritans and men who were
neither. The book examines each writer in his historical and social
context – facing problems in art or religion and life in general.

Originally published in 1967, this book is a history of church
puritanism as a movement and as a political and ecclesiastical
organism; of its membership structure and internal
contradictions; of the quest for ‘a further reformation’. It tells the
fascinating story of the rise of a revolutionary moment and its
ultimate destruction.

Routledge
Market: History
December 2020: 234x156: 336pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62663-1: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-003-11070-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367626631

Routledge
Market: History
December 2020: 234x156: 530pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62596-2: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-003-10990-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367625962
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Puritans in Conflict

The Puritan Experience

The Puritan Gentry During and After the Civil Wars
J. T. Cliffe
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Puritanism
Originally published in 1988, and the companion book to The
Puritan Gentry, covering the period of the Civil War, the English
republic and the Restoration of Charles II in 1660, this book gives
an account of how the godly interest of the Puritans dissolved
into faction and impotence. The fissures among the Puritan
gentry stemmed, as the book shows, from a conflict between
their zeal in religion and the conservative instincts which owed
much to their wealth and status.

Routledge
Market: History
December 2020: 234x156: 270pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62576-4: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10982-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367625764

Owen C. Watkins
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Puritanism
Originally published in 1972 and based on extensive research
and use of source materials including manuscripts, this book
examines Puritan spiritual autobiographies written before 1725
and sets them in the context of the literary tradition out of which
they grew. As well as Bunyan, Baxter and Fox, this book also
discusses important works which have received less attention,
notably the Confessions of Richard Norwood, the Bermudan
settler. The book identifies 3 strands in the tradition: the work
of the ‘orthodox’ Puritans; the prophets of the Commonwealth,
and the confessions and journals of the early Quakers.
Routledge
Market: History
December 2020: 234x156: 282pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62859-8: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-11122-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367628598
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Social Problems and Policy During the Puritan
Revolution

The Puritan Family
A Social Study from the Literary Sources

Margaret James
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Puritanism

Levin L. Schücking
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Puritanism

Originally published in 1930 and reprinted in 1966 this book
focusses on the social and economic developments of the
Puritan revolution – aspects which are often overlooked in favour
of the political. Using archival resources, this study shows that
the period 1640-1660 was one of change and experiment in the
social as well as political sphere. Particular focus is given to the
depression in industry and agriculture and the resultant increase
in poverty and unemployment. The extent to which the
traditional authority of church and state was weakened, is also
discussed.

Originally published in 1969, this study examines the religious
and ethical community which had an immense influence on
the spiritual development of the Anglo-American world – the
family in Puritan England. The book makes extensive reference
to the outstanding literary works of the period and to the Puritan
‘conduct-books’, thus illustrating the Puritan way of thinking
and attitude to life and showing the relationship between the
development of literary taste and the social class system.

Routledge
Market: History
December 2020: 234x156: 440pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61012-8: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-003-10286-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367610128

Routledge
Market: History
December 2020: 234x156: 214pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62884-0: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-11133-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367628840
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The Puritan Gentry
The Great Puritan Families of Early Stuart England
J. T. Cliffe
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Puritanism
Originally published in 1984, this was the first detailed study of
the impact of Puritan influences on the wealthy county families
of early Stuart England. It discusses one of the central issues in
the history of the English Civil War: what motivated those men
and women who risked all in opposition to King Charles I. The
book looks at the role played by gentry families in the
advancement or defence of ‘true religion’, and considers the
reasons why powerful families which helped to govern the
counties were to be found among the godly.
Routledge
Market: History
December 2020: 234x156: 324pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62538-2: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-003-10962-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367625382
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The Puritan Revolution
A Documentary History
Stuart E. Prall
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Puritanism
Originally published in 1968, the documents collected in this
volume (all re-set for ease of reading), trace the history of the
Puritan Revolution from its roots in the early seventeenth century
to the Restoration. They show how the causes and the course
of the upheaval were reflected immediately and polemically in
the torrent of books, tracts and pamphlets, letters, speeches,
sermons, petitions, paper constitutions and government
instruments that accompanied and often precipitated events.
The Introduction discusses the work of historians of modern-day
historians of the period and contributes to the debate about
the underlying causes of the crisis.
Routledge
Market: History
December 2020: 234x156: 360pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62840-6: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-003-11106-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367628406
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4 Volume Set

The Social Philosophy of English Idealism

Routledge Library Editions: Idealism
Various
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Idealism
Spanning the twentieth century, this 4-volume set contains titles
originally published between 1935 and 1990. The volumes
explore the concept of Idealism from its roots in the theories of
Plato, discussing many other philosophers and their perspectives,
as views have developed through the centuries, to more modern
interpretations.
Routledge
Market: Philosophy
April 2021: 216x138: 1202pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70445-2: £365.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15602-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367704452

A. J. M. Milne
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Idealism
At the turn of the century Idealism was perhaps the leading school of philosophy in the
English-speaking world. By the 1960s the situation was very different. There had occurred
during the previous two generations what has been described as ‘a revolution in philosophy’,
one consequence of which had been the almost total eclipse of Idealism. Originally
published in 1962, this book is a critical study of certain aspects of the work of four Idealist
philosophers. It is the thesis of this book that there is a valid and significant form of Idealism
to be found in the work of these philosophers, but that they did not succeed in developing
it fully and consistently.
Routledge
Market: Philosophy
April 2021: 216x138: 322pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72195-4: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15384-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367721954
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Neoplatonism of the Italian Renaissance

The Tragedy of Reason

Nesca A. Robb
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Idealism
Originally published in 1935, the aim of this title is first to give a clear outline of Florentine
Neoplatonism, and then to consider its influence on art and literature during a period that
extends roughly from the age of Lorenzo de’ Medici to the middle of the sixteenth century
and the beginnings of the Counter-Reformation. With a few exceptions the works discussed
may be placed between these bounds. The leaven of Neoplatonism had penetrated the
thought of the age in many directions; this study is confined to such of its manifestations
as were, in a somewhat narrow sense, artistic and literary and to the use and abuse of
philosophical ideas for aesthetic purposes.
Routledge
Market: Philosophy
April 2021: 216x138: 316pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72255-5: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15414-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367722555

Toward a Platonic Conception of Logos
David Roochnik
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Idealism
The classical conception of reason (or logos) has been repeatedly attacked in the modern
era. First published in 1990, this title defends Plato against his accusers. Employing a mode
of exposition which exhibits Plato’s position, Roochnik presents the Platonic conception
of logos in confrontation with texts by Homer, Hesiod, Heraclitus, Aristotle, Descartes, Porty,
and Derrida. In clear language, he shows that Platonic conception of logos is keenly aware
of the strength of its opponents. The result is a presentation of Plato as a "tragic philosopher"
whose conception of logos is characterized by an affirmation of its own limits as well as its
goodness.
Routledge
Market: Philosophy
April 2021: 234x156: 242pp
Hb: 978-0-367-71240-2: £90.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15023-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367712402
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The Case for Idealism
John Foster
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Idealism
Originally published in 1982, the aim of this book is a controversial one – to refute, by the
most rigorous philosophical methods, physical realism and to develop and defend in its
place a version of phenomenalism. Physical realism here refers to the thesis that the physical
world (or some selected portion of it) is an ingredient of ultimate reality, where ultimate
reality is the totality of those entities and facts which are not logically sustained by anything
else. Thus, in arguing against physical realism, the author sets out to establish that ultimate
reality is wholly non-physical.
Routledge
Market: Philosophy
April 2021: 216x138: 322pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72026-1: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15315-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367720261
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Routledge Library Editions: Christianity
Various
Series: Roultedge Library Editions: Christianity
Originally published between 1926 and 1986, the books in this
series provide an extensive exploration of Christianity covering
a wide range of different perspectives and topics, including the
relationship between Christianity and other religions; the history
and development of Christianity; Christian theology and
philosophy; the presence of Christianity across the world; women
and the Church; approaches to the study of Christianity; and
poetry inspired by religious architecture.
Routledge
Market: Religion, Christianity
December 2020: 234x156: 3798pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62307-4: £1200.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367623074

Christianity Among the Religions
E. L. Allen
Series: Roultedge Library Editions: Christianity
Originally published in 1961, Christianity Among the Religions
examines whether it is possible to learn from other religions
without compromising on personal religious loyalties. In doing
so, the book puts forwards suggestions for the relation between
Christianity and other religions and calls for open conversations
between representatives of different faiths with the aim of
increased unity of spirit. Itwill appeal to all those with an interest
in the history of Christianity and religious studies more generally.

Routledge
December 2020: 234x156: 160pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62311-1: £84.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10881-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367623111
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An Introduction to the Study of Christianity

Christianity and Fear

Frank Dodd
Series: Roultedge Library Editions: Christianity
Originally published in 1938, An Introduction to the Study of
Christianity is a consideration of what is truly essential in the
Christian faith. The book provides a detailed survey of key
elements relating to the origin and growth of Christianity, and
puts forward the argument that any apparent blemishes or
mistakes are the result of human imperfection and
misunderstanding of the real teaching of Jesus and his
immediate followers, rather than of any shortcomings in the
teaching itself. It will appeal to those with an interest in the
history of religion, Christianity, theology, and religious studies.
Routledge
December 2020: 234x156: 308pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62380-7: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-003-10917-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367623807

A Study in History and in the Psychology and Hygiene of Religion
Oscar Pfister
Series: Roultedge Library Editions: Christianity
Originally published in 1948, Christianity and Fear explores the
nature and history of Christian love in relation to the problem
of fear. Based on methods of depth psychology and mental
hygiene, the book argues for the necessity of a general
concentration of the Christian religion and way of life upon the
unity of love through faith and faith through love. It will appeal
to those with an interest in the history of Christianity, theology,
and the psychology of religion.

Routledge
December 2020: 234x156: 592pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62523-8: £150.00
eBook: 978-1-003-10958-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367625238
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Bridge to Islam

Christianity in the Making

A Study of the Religious Forces of Islam and Christianity in the Near
East

A Critical and Historical Summary of the First Three Centuries

Erich W. Bethmann
Series: Roultedge Library Editions: Christianity
Originally published in 1953, Bridge to Islam is a detailed study
of the beliefs of Muhammad and his followers, exploring the
relationship between the world of Islam and that of Christianity.
It will appeal to those with an interest in the history of
Christianity, the history of Islam, religious studies, and the Middle
East.

Routledge
December 2020: 234x156: 242pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62372-2: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10913-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367623722
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S. H. Hooke
Series: Roultedge Library Editions: Christianity
Originally published in 1926, Christianity in the Making is a
consideration of the processes of birth, growth and change
observable in the first centuries of Christianity. Beginning with
an overview of the life and death of Jesus, it reconstructs the
main stages of the movement which resulted in Christianity and
explores how it transitioned from a purely Jewish community
with a narrow theology and apocalyptic outlook into a
world-wide organisation.

Routledge
December 2020: 234x156: 168pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62417-0: £84.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10941-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367624170
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Christians and Christianity in India and Pakistan

The Birth of Christianity
Maurice Goguel
Series: Roultedge Library Editions: Christianity

A General Survey of the Progress of Christianity in India from Apostolic
Times to the Present Day

Originally published in 1953, The Birth of Christianity analyses the
development of Christian doctrine and the establishment of the
Church. The book traces the history of the formation of the
Church as a new religious society and considers its development
both in the realm of thought as well as on a social level, in both
emotional life and moral action. It will appeal to those with an
interest in the history of religion, the history of Christianity,
theology, and the philosophy of religion.

P. Thomas
Series: Roultedge Library Editions: Christianity
Originally published in 1954, Christians and Christianity in India
and Pakistan is an historical account of Christianity from the time
of Apostle Thomas through to contemporary times. It provides
an overview of Christianity in contemporary India and Pakistan,
and explores a range of topics including Indian traditions, the
labours of Armenians and the missionaries of the West, the
political and social position of Indian Christians, and Christian
influences on Hinduism.

Routledge
December 2020: 234x156: 282pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63136-9: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-11231-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367631369

Routledge
December 2020: 234x156: 584pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62413-2: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-003-10933-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367624132
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Introduction to Christianity

The Cathedral

Paul Hessert
Series: Roultedge Library Editions: Christianity

Clive Sansom
Series: Roultedge Library Editions: Christianity

Originally published in 1958, Introduction to Christianity considers
the nature of Christianity as a life shared in an historical,
continuing community. Divided into five parts, the book is a
comprehensive interpretation of Christianity as a people created
by God’s activity in history, with a focus on the proclamation of
the Gospel. It highlights and examines the relevance of Christian
doctrine to reflections on the meaning of life, and considers the
significance of this at a time in which attitudes towards religion
are increasingly ambiguous.

Originally published in 1958, The Cathedral is a verse sequence
evoking the spirit of an English cathedral and the characters
associated with its history. Although Salisbury is at its core, the
book does not focus on the portrait of one specific cathedral,
but instead includes features from many. It brings to life the
figures that it portrays, giving voices to a wide variety of
characters from the Peasant’s Daughter to The Devil, and the
Spire-Builder to the Queen.

Routledge
December 2020: 234x156: 400pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62604-4: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-003-10991-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367626044

Routledge
December 2020: 234x156: 118pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62546-7: £84.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10963-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367625467
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Peter Abelard

The Christian Mystery

Philosophy and Christianity in the Middle Ages
Leif Grane
Series: Roultedge Library Editions: Christianity
Originally published in 1970, Peter Abelard provides an
exploration into the social and religious background to the story
of Abelard and Heloise. Through an examination of the life of
Peter Abelard, the book offers an insight into this age of
enlightenment in which dialects flourished and religious thought
began to break away from the bonds of traditionalism. Itwill
appeal to those with an interest in religious and social history,
medieval history, and the story of Abelard and Heloise.

Routledge
December 2020: 234x156: 190pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62316-6: £84.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10885-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367623166

An Exposition of Esoteric Christianity
Lois Lang-Sims, Author deceased. Please keep royalties on
account.
Series: Roultedge Library Editions: Christianity
First published in 1980, The Christian Mystery presents a new
approach to considering the Mysteries of the Faith. The book
examines the doctrines of Christianity, analysing them closely
and showing how together they constitute an invisible whole.
It argues that churches should turn back to the esoteric teachings
known by the first Christians and explores how Christianity has
developed the primal Tradition of which Jesus was
Representative.
Routledge
December 2020: 234x156: 160pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62510-8: £84.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10948-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367625108
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The Force of the Feminine
Women, Men and the Church
Edited by Margaret Ann Franklin
Series: Roultedge Library Editions: Christianity
Originally published in 1986. The Force of the Feminine brings
together the work of Christians from a number of denominations
in examining different aspects of the task of converting the
Church to the ‘feminine’. The book explores how to awaken
individual Christians to the need to feminise Church structures
and, further, the possible need to rethink the very notion of
God. Itwill appeal to those with an interest in religious studies,
the history of Christianity, and religion and gender.

Routledge
December 2020: 234x156: 232pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62313-5: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10883-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367623135
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The Need for Certainty
A Sociological Study of Conventional Religion
Robert Towler
Series: Roultedge Library Editions: Christianity
Originally published in 1984, The Need for Certainty explores the
different ways in which people can be religious within the
conventional traditions of the main Christian denominations.
Based on in-depth analysis of letters sent to John Robinson, then
Bishop of Woolwich, after the publication of his book Honest to
God, The Need for Certainty describes five contrasting ways of
being religious and explores how, despite being mutually
incompatible, they are able to coexist in the churches. Itis ideal
for those with an interest in Christianity, the sociology of religion,
and theology.
Routledge
December 2020: 234x156: 138pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62566-5: £84.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10975-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367625665
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Who Cares?
Christianity and Modern Problems
F. G. Herod
Series: Roultedge Library Editions: Christianity
Originally published in 1981, Who Cares? Christianity and Modern
Problems explores a wide range of social problems and how they
relate to Christianity. The book covers a variety of topics,
including family, poverty, money, race, work, war, leisure,
government, sex and marriage, and religion. In each case, it
draws connections to Christian teaching and reflects the facts
and attitudes of the time in which it was written. Itwill appeal
to those with an interest in social history, religious history, and
education.
Routledge
December 2020: 234x156: 116pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62365-4: £84.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10910-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367623654
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Handbook of Small States
Economic, Social and Environmental Issues
Edited by Lino Briguglio
This handbook covers a wide spectrum of issues relating to small
states with chapters grouped under the three main themes of
economic, social and environmental issues. The various
approaches taken by the authors draw practical policy
implications for small states and the book can be considered as
a wide-ranging depositary of information on small states with
the aim of deriving policy prescriptions, and thus as an excellent
resource for academics, students and policymakers.

Routledge
June 2020: 246x174: 660pp
Hb: 978-1-857-43928-1: £190.00
Pb: 978-0-367-58070-4: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-351-18184-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367580704
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Mauritius: A successful Small Island Developing
State
Edited by Boopen Seetanah, Raja Vinesh Sannassee and
Robin Nunkoo
Series: Europa Perspectives: Emerging Economies
This book aims to provide a detailed analysis of the various key
ingredients which have helped to propel Mauritius to its current
status. The various chapters provide important readings for both
academics and policymakers, with the final chapter providing
key policy strategies which the government needs to implement
to help Mauritius graduate to the next level of development.

Routledge
Market: Mauritius/African Economy/Economic Development
November 2019: 234x156: 226pp
Hb: 978-1-857-43971-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-26235-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781857439717
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The Political Economy of Financial Transformation
in Turkey
Edited by Galip Yalman, Thomas Marois and Ali Rıza
Güngen
Turkey’s neoliberal economy has evolved into one of the most
dynamic among the rising powers since its 2001 financial crisis.
Changes in the banking and financial sector have been vital
both to Turkey’s overall economic growth and to the underlying
exploitative social structures that characterize neoliberal
development strategies. This edited collection written by an
interdisciplinary range of political economists seeks to provide
the first volume which explores this transformation in detail,
engaging in wider contemporary debates on the nature of
peripheral financialization and varieties of capitalism.
Routledge
June 2020: 234x156: 324pp
Hb: 978-1-857-43811-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-58496-2: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-315-66963-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367584962
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Armed Conflict Survey 2020
Edited by The International Institute for Strategic Studies
(IISS)
The Armed Conflict Survey provides in-depth analysis of the
political, military and humanitarian dimensions of all major armed
conflicts, as well as data on fatalities, refugees and internally
displaced persons. Compiled by the IISS, it is the standard
reference work on contemporary conflict.
The book assesses key developments in 36 conflicts, including
those in Iraq, Syria, Afghanistan, South Sudan, Israel–Palestine,
Southern Thailand, Colombia and Ukraine.
The Armed Conflict Survey also features chapters on UN
peacekeeping; sexual violence; the Islamic State’s shifting narrative; governance by armed
groups and rebel-to-party transitions.
Routledge
Market: Conflict Studies, Military Studies, Security Studies
June 2020: 365pp
Pb: 978-0-367-54150-7: £375.00
eBook: 978-1-003-08780-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367541507
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Truth, Justice and Reconciliation in Colombia
Transitioning from Violence
Edited by Fabio Andres Diaz Pabon
The debate between the FARC and the representatives of the
Colombian government has illustrated the difficulties of
grounding treaties and agreements within a complex
international setting in practice. The road to peace requires the
acknowledgment of the wrongdoings of all the actors involved.
The challenge lies not only in implementing justice, not only in
defining it. The book attempts to bring contributions to these
issues from the perspective of academics and practitioners from
Colombia and within the community of researchers from
Colombia and other countries where transitional Justice has
taken place.
Routledge
June 2020: 234x156: 284pp
Hb: 978-1-857-43865-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-59106-9: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-315-14837-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367591069
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A `Social Turn’ in the European Union?

Euro-Caribbean Societies in the 21st Century

New trends and ideas about social convergence in Europe

Offshore finance, local élites and contentious politics

Edited by Jacek Kubera and Tomasz Morozowski
Series: Europa Perspectives on the EU Single Market

Edited by Sébastien Chauvin, Peter Clegg and Bruno
Cousin

Social Europe is a key topic in the construction of the EU and
its institutions. This volume examines the current state of, and
perspectives for, Social Europe, as well as key issues in European
social policy, including the posting of workers, the impact of the
free market and regulations on social convergence, work
automation, digitalisation, taxation and democracy in the
workplace. The aim of this volume is to identify a course to be
followed in integrating the EU’s social policies and point to areas
in which co-operation between member states is likely to
produce best results.

This volume examines political, economic and social change,
and inter-group relations in the European islands of the
Caribbean over the last decade, addressing the major
institutional transformations of recent years, together with the
openness of to global economic transformations, the roles of
the local elites, and the current dynamics of inequality.
Between colonial heritage and global changes, this book
examines the agency of local actors and the ways in which they
participate in global dynamics. It also analyzes the local effects
of the global economic crisis.

Routledge
Market: Politics / EU Politics / European Union / Sociology / Integration
April 2020: 234x156: 230pp
Hb: 978-0-367-40957-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-367-40958-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367409579

Routledge
June 2020: 234x156: 214pp
Hb: 978-1-857-43869-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-59056-7: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-351-24887-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367590567
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Barcelona, the Left and the Independence
Movement in Catalonia

Greece in the 21st Century

Richard Gillespie, Liverpool University, UK
Series: Europa Country Perspectives
Examines the Comuns administration in Barcelona, which has
faced opposition from revolutionary anti-capitalists, traditional
Catalan nationalists and independentistas, as well as conservative
political and economic forces. It also considers the relationship
to Podemos and prospects of growing beyond Barcelona, across
Catalonia.

Routledge
Market: Spain, Politics, European Politics
November 2019: 216x138: 140pp
Hb: 978-1-857-43962-5: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-351-04687-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781857439625

The Politics and Economics of a Crisis
Edited by Vassilis Fouskas and Constantine Dimoulas
For most of the first part of the 21st century Greece has been
seen as a critical battlefield for the survival of the powerful, as if
all the historical contradictions of the global financial crisis and
the Eurozone crisis were concentrated in that tiny part of the
world. The editors have assembled in this volume a number of
interdisciplinary chapters and arguments which, despite their
differences, share the strategic aim of a critique of both
neoliberalism/ordoliberalism and new authoritarianism. Chapters
examine the Eurozone crisis from a variety of angles with
reference to Greece, and Greek politics and society, offering a
progressive understanding of current historical circumstances.
Routledge
June 2020: 234x156: 226pp
Hb: 978-1-857-43867-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-59205-9: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-351-04752-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367592059
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Darfur's Political Economy

Handbook of International Trade Agreements

A Quest for Development

Country, regional and global approaches

Edited by Hamid Ali

Edited by Robert E. Looney

Darfur is a vast region endowed with limited and unexplored
natural resources, poor infrastructure, and lack of major
development projects, and identifying its economic and human
development needs brings us closer to finding ways to alleviate
its human suffering and environmental stress. Presenting a broad
spectrum of analytical perspectives from experts on the region,
this title discusses the political economy of Darfur and explores
the causes behind the current humanitarian and political crisis.
This book is a valuable resource for academics, students,
researchers and policy-makers with an interest in the region and
in the wider fields of political economy and conflict studies.

Recent years have seen a significant slow-down in global trade.
Because historical evidence shows a clear a clear link between
trade liberalization and higher GDP growth, concerns for the
health of the global economic system are growing. Signs of
increased protectionism are raising fears of a prolonged period
of de-globalization, accompanied by stagnant global economic
growth. The Handbook will provide an assessment of the major
preferential trade agreements and RTAs around the world.

Routledge
June 2020: 234x156: 278pp
Hb: 978-1-857-43711-9: £170.00
Pb: 978-0-367-60049-5: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-315-86775-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367600495

Routledge
June 2020: 246x174: 492pp
Hb: 978-1-857-43915-1: £190.00
Pb: 978-0-367-58055-1: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-351-04695-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367580551
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Handbook of OPEC and the Global Energy Order

Political Party Dynamics and Democracy in Sweden:

Past, Present and Future Challenges

Developments since the ‘Golden Age’

Edited by Dag Harald Claes, University of Oslo, Norway and
Giuliano Garavini
Series: Routledge International Handbooks

Tommy Moller
Series: Europa Country Perspectives
The political landscape in Sweden has undergone a rapid change
in recent years. The institutions of the political system – not least
political parties – appear from a historical perspective to have
become partly dysfunctional. The previously stable party system
has become unstable. Consequently, it has become more difficult
to form governments and more difficult for governments to
govern. The famous culture of consensus has been replaced by
a harsher and more confrontational political climate; the tone
in political debate has become more aggressive.

This handbook, with chapters provided by scholars and analysts
from different backgrounds and specializations, discusses and
analyzes the history and development of OPEC, its global
importance, and the role it has played, and still plays, in the
global energy market.
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thematic analysis and critically treated empirical evidence of
what defines governance in South America.
With a focus on both the theoretical underpinnings of
governance and key contemporary debates, this Handbook will
be relevant for many disciplines, including comparative politics,
development and regional studies and international political
economy.
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The purpose of this book is twofold. First, it aims to explain the
general framework for cooperation in the field of energy in
Europe, with a conceptual basis that allows for a better
understanding of the dynamics that led to its existence. Second,
the volume deals with Romania both as a representative case
for the region, given the commonalities raised by the transition
process in the last three decades, and also as a country with a
specific agenda in the field of energy, with implications for
internal and foreign policy that can only be perceived and
understood in the Romanian context.
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Is Russia’s re-engagement in the Middle East and North Africa
part of a strategy, or is it mere opportunism? This book examines
this question via an analysis of both the historical drivers of
Russian interest in the MENA region and the factors underlying
current Russian policies. Benefiting from authors with different
backgrounds, experiences and origins, this volume unpacks the
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alphabetically and fully cross-referenced.

The International Who's Who in Popular Music 2020 gives
biographical information and contact details for some of the
most talented and influential artists and individuals from the
world of popular music, featuring both established names and
up-and-coming stars. Now in its twentieth edition, there are
over 7,000 biographies charting the careers and achievements
of artists in pop, rock, folk, jazz, dance, world, country music and
much more. Each entrant has been given the opportunity to
update his or her information for the 2020 edition.
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This renowned reference title provides up-to-date commentary
on political and economic developments in the region, alongside
comprehensive statistical and directory information. Combining
impartial analysis with facts and figures, it serves as an extensive
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